Hunter Ceiling Fans
Stylish, Reliable, Silent
Cost Saving
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...perfect for shops, bars, pubs, clubs and restaurants

01256 636 509

or email: sales@hunterfan.co.uk

Visit our website below
for our current range or
for a
free catalog call:

0845 094

Why Buy
a Hunter Ceiling Fan?
COMFORT

motor technology. Every Hunter

room cool as it gives a wind chill

assure it is whisper quiet. The

motor is rigorously tested to

A Hunter fan will keep your
factor of up to 5 degrees C. The
ceiling fan effectively moves the
air around the room, providing a
fresh and cool experience. They
are the ultimate entertainment
accessory ideal for pubs, bars,
clubs, shops, restaurants and
sory’ ideal for operation in the

use larger blades, to catch and

per watt of power than any other

improves the ambience of every

40%. If you add the heat savings in

More powerful motors let Hunter

tests prove more air is moved

tory. Their stylish appearance

it will cut your energy costs by up to

EFFICIENCY

maximum air flow. Independent

dining room or conserva-

If you have existing air conditioning

for years and years.

set at the optimum pitch, for

lounge, kitchen, bedroom,

A Hunter fan is about 10%
of the installed cost of an
equivalent air conditioning
system. Its annual running
costs are less than 5%.

Wind motors will perform quietly

move more air. The blades are

entertainment establishments.

FOR COMFORT AND
TO SAVE ENERGY,
MONEY AND CO2

patented AirMax and Whisper

room. No dry air and dry skin

make.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY

associated sicknesses, just a
steady gentle breeze.

It has a very low CO2 footprint

QUIETNESS

as it only uses 5% of the energy

No annoying hums or vibrations.
Hunter blades and blade irons

con unit. The fans use about
the same electricity as a 100

are weighed and matched in

watt light bulb compared to the

sets, so the fan won’t wobble.

2000 - 3000 watts required for

They also have a patented
wobble free canopy that prevents
any vibration. Since 1886 Hunter
has been the leader in ceiling fan

winter achieved by running the fan

required for an equivalent air

an equivalent air conditioning
unit. If you add in the winter heat
savings these fans will actually
reduce your CO2 output.

in reverse to recirculate trapped hot

themselves.
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by up to 24%. They will pay for
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air it will also reduce heating costs

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Hunter invented the ceiling fan
and is the largest fan manufacturer in the World. They have
a worldwide reputation as a
premium brand and are known
for their durability, innovation and
style. They have larger motors,
last longer, are silent and backed
by a lifetime warranty. No
servicing is required. Just years
of trouble free service – how all
appliances should be. Inside
out Hunter fans are built to last.
Hunter finishes are tarnish,
scratch, and rust resistant. Some
are waterproof.

PERFECT FOR
PUBS, SHOPS AND
RESTAURANTS

They are the ultimate entertainment accessory ideal for pubs,
bars, clubs, restaurants and
entertainment establishments.
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WIDE CHOICE OF
MODELS

With 29 stylish models, in 24 motor finishes, with 54 blade selections,
nobody provides a wider chioce. There is something to match every taste.
Here we show just a few samples from the range.

DIFFERENT CEILING
HEIGHTS

Low or high ceilings? If your ceiling is 2.75m or higher, purchase a fan
extention downrod. Choose a finish that matches the fan motor. For low
ceiling look at our new Modern Low profile that hugs the ceiling with no drop
rod. You can also use any fan that can be flush mounted.

The AirMax Motor
Hunter fans are powered by our patented AirMax Motor* - the
REVERSIBLE
quietest, most powerful, most durable mottor we’ve ever created.
Quietly cooling your home for a lifetime.
BLADES

For styling flexibility, each set of blades has a different finish on each side.
Silicon Steel Laminations
Internal Impeller

LIGHTING &
ACCESSORIES

Rugged Die-Cast
Choose a fan with a coordinated light fixture included or customise the
Aluminium
fan
with your choice of light fixture. We have a full range of other fan
Construction
accessories so you can achieve exactly the look you want.
Multiple
Cooling Fins
PrecisionINNOVATION
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
AND
Heavy Gauge
Sealed Bearings

- the
created.

Copper Windings

The AirMax Motor
el Laminations
Hunter fans are powered by our patented AirMax Motor* - the
quietest, most powerful, most durable mottor we’ve ever created.
Quietly cooling your home for a lifetime.
Internal Impeller

Silicon Steel Laminations

WobbleFree Canopy
For a lifetime of wobble-free operation, Hunter introduces
WobbleFree . Our patented triglobular shaped hanger ball
dissipates the wobble that some fans experience.
RF Remote Control Ready

Patented Trilobe
Hanger Ball

Rugged Die-Cast
Aluminium
Construction

Gauge
Windings
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The Hunter Range
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Swivel mount up to
32 degrees

Multiple
Cooling Fins
Precision
Sealed Bearings
WobbleFree Canopy

Heavy Gauge
Copper Windings

Patented Trilobe Hanger
Ball Dissapates Wobble

Flared canopy rim makes screws
accessible and installation easier

True Low Profile Mounting, Canopy
Mounts, 3mm from fan body*
*Available on mos t models

